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Abstract—Circuit breakers (CBs) are one of the most
indispensable elements of power systems. Failure in operation of
a CB can make all protection policies, designed to protect
various parts of a system, futile. So, to ensure proper functioning
of a CB, it is necessary to have reliable operating mechanism, as
all CBs run on operating mechanism. Failures of CBs can
generally be reduced by selecting proper operating mechanism
energy and its connection with the drive linkage. This paper
discusses the optimization of the energy required for spring
charged operating mechanism using the mathematical model and
how to illuminate measurement results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A

circuit breaker is a device which is used to protect an
electrical circuit from damage caused by overload or
short circuit. Its basic function is to interrupt current flow
after relays detect faults condition. Unlike a fuse, which
operates once and then must be replaced, a circuit breaker can
be reset (either manually or automatically) to resume normal
operation. Two basic operations done by CB are closing and
opening operations.
• Opening operation:Operation of disconnecting two
electrical contacts to open or switch off the circuit is called
opening operation.
• Closing operation:Operation of connecting two electrical
contacts to close or switch on the circuit is called closing or
making operation.
Components of Circuit Breaker
Major components of Circuit breaker are1. Pole assembly:It consists of vacuum interrupter, terminal
plates and insulating rod assembly.
2. Intermediate drive chamber:It consists of kinematic
linkage, which is the only transfer mechanism of motion from
operating mechanism to VI.
3. Breaker cabinet:It consists of operating mechanism,
harness and control board.
4. Support Structure:It is required to give rigid support to
CB and to mount CB on certain height.
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Fig. 1(b) shows all these components.

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) Components of medium voltage indoor and outdoor circuit
breaker [14]

Main components of circuit breaker are1. Vacuum Interrupter (VI): The interruption of current
in vacuum is the ideal switching technology in the medium
voltage range. It is a portion in a circuit breaker where current
conduction and interruption in the power circuit occurs. VI is
a vacuum bottle with a fixed and a moving contact. As the
main function of CB is done by VI, it is called as the heart of
CB.
2. Operating Mechanism:Energy is required for the motion of
the moving contacts with respect to fixed contact. This energy
needs to be provided by the mechanism that can drive the
moving contact to close and open the circuit breaker. The
mechanism required for driving the moving contact is of great
importance if closing and opening of connection is achieved
through mechanical motion. It acts as the driving force also
responsible to attain desired parameters of vacuum interrupter.
3. Operating kinematic linkages:It is the connection between
operating mechanism and moving contact of VI.
4. Opening spring:Energy for tripping operation is provided
by tripping spring. It gets charged during closing operation.
5. Contact loading spring:It helps in providing additional
force to VI contacts in closed condition and helps in opening
operation.
6. Closing spring:Energy for closing operation is provided by
closing spring. It gets charged manually or by electric motor.
A part of closing energy is used for charging contact loading
and tripping springs.
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7. Damper:A damper is required to damp unbalanced forces at
the end of tripping operation to avoid bouncing of contacts.
8. Auxiliary Switch:An auxiliary switch is a single-pole,
double-throw electromechanical switch operated by the
movable contact arm assembly. It is used to remotely indicate
the position of the main circuit breaker contacts, whether open
or closed.

For the spring, operated drive mechanism, energy is defined
by the energy stored in closing springs. First, it is necessary to
study relation between different energies which affects CB
operation. So, for that, an existing outdoor VCB is taken.
After that, calculation of spring energies has been done for
each type. As, all springs are helical compression springs,
energy of spring is given by equation (1),
E=1/2×k×x2 … (1)

II. SPRING CHARGED OPERATING MECHANISM
All the components are directly or indirectly attached to
output shaft of the driving mechanism. One of the CB
architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

Where,
k = spring constant
x = amount of compression (relative to equilibrium position)
For every spring, operated mechanism of CB, it is necessary
to look for following factors1. Energy Balancing
2. Torque Balancing
IV. ENERGY BALANCING

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of circuit breaker [13]

For this, it is necessary to know operation of CB during
opening and closing. So, it can help to Fig. out energy
variation of all springs during the travel. Total travel depends
on the type of VI used in the CB. Total travel is the
summation of stroke and snatch gap. The variation of energy
(CSE-EX) during closing with respect to total travel for
existing outdoor VCB is shown in the Fig.4. It is done by
using MS-Excel.

Kinematic linkage is the only transfer mechanism of motion
from driving mechanism to VI. The CB working of the circuit
breaker is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 CB operation with existing kinematic linkage (Concept-1)

For a CB with spring operated drive mechanism, there are
three types of springs namely, closing spring, opening spring
and contact loading spring. From which, closing spring is
present inside the operating mechanism but the opening and
contact loading spring should be attached to the kinematic
linkages. Thearrangement is such that opening and contact
loading spring gets charged during closing operation. And
during the same, closing spring gets discharged. Contact
loading spring gets compressed after the contacts are closed to
apply extra force on closed contacts which is necessary from
electrical point of view. Generally, contact loading spring is
attached below the insulating rod assembly.
III. DESIGN AND SELECTION OF OPERATING
MECHANISM
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Fig. 4 Energy variation curve for existing outdoor VCB

ABOUT NEW SPRING OPERATED DRIVE MECHANISM
The new spring operated drive mechanism which is to be
designed for outdoor VCB; come with energy varies from 16 J
to 96.5 J. It consists of helical compression springs. It is very
compact in size compared to current operating mechanism. It
consists of two internal opening springs. As, manual charging
operation for this is less tedious than existing; it will provide
advantage for the same. For ease of calculations, there is
selection of four variants distinguished by equal energy
difference such as CSE-1 < CSE-2 < CSE-3 < CSE-4. The
variation of closing spring energy is calculated for all four
variants. As, there are internal opening springs inside the
mechanism; there is elimination of that much amount of
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energy from existing opening springs. Also, optimization of
contact loading spring has been done, as existing product is
using overdesigned contact loading spring. With all this input,
variation of energy during closing with respect to total travel
is plotted for the new mechanism. The plot is shown in Fig. 5.
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kinematic analysis of mechanism. New operating mechanism
consists of no. of links. So, for ease of calculation, it is
necessary to convert it into simpler four bar mechanism.
Following Fig. 6 and 7 show open and close positions of four
bar mechanism respectively.

(Here, CSE-EX >> CSE-4)
In the Fig. 5, it can be observed that the closing spring energy
is always higher than the opening spring energy. This is to
make surety of successful closing of CB. The sudden hike in
OSE+CLSE curve is because of compression of contact
loading spring in the snatch gap. The difference between the
spring potential energy at each point is utilized to obtain
desired performance parameters for CB.
Fig 6 and 7 CB is in open and close position respectively.

Fig. 8 shows the kinematic linkage diagram with dimensions
for the new mechanism.

Fig. 8 Four bar linkage diagram with dimensions
Fig. 5 Energy variation curve for outdoor VCB with new operating
mechanism

From this plots, it is concluded that the new operating
mechanism is much better than existing due to overlapping of
CSE and OSE+CLSE curves within the limits. Overlapping
results are shown in Table I.
Table I
Overlapping results of force balancing curve
Operating Mechanism

Overlap at last % of total travel

Existing CSE-EX

29.7297

New CSE-1

21.6216

New CSE-2

16.2162

New CSE-3

17

New CSE-4

17

Here, the input angular velocity is not known. Hence, the
experiment has been carried out to get the angular velocity of
output shaft of operating mechanism. So, angular velocity of
output link is known. This will help to carry kinematic
analysis of operating mechanism.
VI. KINEMATIC ANALYSIS
Kinematic analysis has been done for the operating
mechanism which is in open position initially. Fig. 9 shows
open position of CB operating mechanism.

It is clear that new operating mechanism with CSE-2, 3 and 4
are suitable for the outdoor VCB as overlap in within last 20%
of total travel is assumed to be good based on experimental
data.
V. TORQUE BALANCING
For operating mechanism to be designed for CB, it must
satisfy the conditions of torque balancing curve. To calculate
the applied torque from mechanism, it is required to do
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Fig. 9 CB is in open position

Known Data:
Input parameters are shown in following Table II.
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Table II
Input parameters for operating mechanism

Link No.

Link length
(R)

1
2
3
4

126.68 mm
28.5 mm
56.75 mm
65.7 mm

Angular
displacement
of link (Ө)
0°
74°
-

Hence, we get,
ω3 = 7.86 rad/s

Angular
velocity of
link (ω)
0 rad/s
70.58 rad/s
-

ω4 = 27.50 rad/s
C. Acceleration Analysis
Taking time derivative of the velocity vector Ŕ in general
yields,
dV/dt = A = (A+i2Vω+iRα−Rω2) eiӨ

A.Displacement Analysis

Where, α is the angular acceleration of the link.

The vector loop equation is written as,
R1eiӨ1+R2eiӨ2+R3eiӨ3+R4eiӨ4 = 0

Hence, taking time derivative of the above velocity
equation (4) results in,

Or

A1+(A2+i2V2ω2+iR2α2−R2ω22).eiӨ2+(A3+i2V3ω3+iR3α3−R3ω32).
eiӨ3+(A4+i2V4ω4+iR4α4−R4ω42).eiӨ4 = 0

R1 (cosӨ1+i.sinӨ1) +R2 (cosӨ2+i.sinӨ2) +R3 (cosӨ3+i.sinӨ3) +
R4 (cosӨ4+i.sinӨ4) = 0
Collecting real and imaginary parts yields,
Real: R1cosӨ1+R2cosӨ2+R3cosӨ3+R4cosӨ4 = 0

… (2)

Imaginary: R1sinӨ1+R2sinӨ2+R3sinӨ3+R4sinӨ4 = 0

… (3)

The two unknown Ө3 and Ө4 are found using the above
Equations (2) and (3).
Hence, we get,
Ө3 = 17.16°
Ө4 = 85.93°

Where, A1 = 0, and V2 = A2 = V3 = A3 = V4 = A4 = 0, since
R1 is frame, and the lengths of links 2, 3 and 4 are fixed.
Collecting real and imaginary parts then yields,
Real:
−R2α2sinӨ2−R2ω22cosӨ2−R3α3sinӨ3−R3ω32cosӨ3−R4α4sinӨ4−
R4ω42cosӨ4=0
… (6)
Imaginary:
R2α2cosӨ2−R2ω22sinӨ2+R3α3cosӨ3−R3ω32sinӨ3+R4α4cosӨ4−R
2
4ω4 sinӨ4=0…(7)
The problem of the acceleration analysis is defined as,

B. Velocity Analysis

Given: All R’s, Ө’s, and ω’s, and α2

Taking time derivative of the position vector R = R.eiӨ4 in
general yields,

Find: α3, α4

dR/dt = V = (V +iRω) eiӨ
Where, ω is known as the angular velocity of the link.
Hence, taking time derivative of the vector loop equation (1)
results in,

The two unknown α3 and α4are found using the above
Equations (6) and (7).
Here, that a positive α indicates ccw angular acceleration
and a negative α indicates cw angular acceleration.
Hence, we get,

V1+ (V2+iR2ω2) eiӨ2+ (V3+iR3ω3) eiӨ3+ (V4+iR4ω4) eiӨ4 = 0

α3 = 1710.92 rad/s2

V1 = 0, and V2 = V3 = V4 = 0, since V1 is frame, and the
lengths of links 2, 3 and 4 are fixed.

α4 = 1031.80 rad/s2

Collecting real and imaginary parts then yields,
Real: −R2ω2sinӨ2−R3ω3sinӨ3−R4ω4sinӨ4 = 0

… (4)

Imaginary: R2ω2cosӨ2+R3ω3cosӨ3+R4ω4cosӨ4 =0

… (5)

Kinematic analysis has been done mainly to get values of
angular accelerations because it will help in dynamic analysis
of the mechanism.
VII.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The problem of the velocity analysis is defined as,
Given: all R’s and Ө’s, and ω2
Find: ω3, ω4
The two unknown ω3 and ω4 are found using the above
Equations (4) and (5).
Here, a positive ω indicates counter-clock wise (ccw)
rotation and a negative ω indicates clock wise (cw) rotation.
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Fig. 10 Illustration of inertia force (i) a translating body (ii) a compound
pendulum (iii) inertia force and couple on compound pendulum.
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When the inertia forces are considered in the analysis of the
mechanism, the analysis is known as dynamic force analysis.
Now applying D’Alembert principle one may reduce a
dynamic system into an equivalent static system and use the
techniques used in static force analysis to study the system.
Consider a body of mass m moving with acceleration A as
shown in Fig.10(i). As per D ’Alembert Principle, the body
can be brought to equilibrium position by applying a force
equal to F = mA and in a direction opposite to the direction of
acceleration. Fig.10(ii) shows a compound pendulum of mass
m, moment of inertia Igabout center of mass G while rotating
at its center of mass has a linear acceleration of A and angular
acceleration of α. Fig.10(iii) shows the inertia force and
couple acting on the pendulum.
Dynamic analysis is required to calculate the torque applied
by mechanism on output shaft. Before that it is important to
know The FBD of mechanism linkages is shown in Fig.11.
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Where, Fxand Fyare the components of force F from closing
spring.
For link 3,
Force Equations:
F23x+F43x+401.938 = 0
F23y+F43y−7.015 = 0
Moment Equations:
Moment about C,
−F23x(56.75sinӨ3)–F23y(56.75cosӨ3) = I3α3

… (9)

I2 and I3 are known for the linkages (from CAD model).
Hence, by solving Eqs (8) and (9), we get values for
F23xand F23y. From this, we can get force on link 4 with
consideration of forces from two internal tripping springs.
And finally, from the resultant force on link 4, we can get
torque provided by mechanism. As, T = F.r
Torque is calculated for total travel of PCOB with new
spring charged operating mechanism.
VIII.

MOVING MASS CALCULATION

Moving mass calculation is required before calculating
resistant torque. For that it is required to have knowledge
about opposing forces which act during operating mechanism.
Opposing Forces List of opposing forces that act during
operating mechanism are given as-

Fig.11 FBD of mechanism linkages

Operating mechanism is consisted of linkages which are
joined by pin joint. So, at every joint, there is a loss due to
friction between pin and linkages. Also, we can’t ignore the
loss due to tolerances provided. From, reference [13], for pin
joint, there is 1.8 % frictional loss and 0.15 % loss due to
tolerances at joints. Hence, total 1.95 % of efficiency loss is
considered at every joint in the mechanism.
From FBD, force equations and moment equations are
written as follows,
For link 2,
Force Equations:
−Fx+F12x+F32x= 0

1.Electromagnetic
forces
between
contacts:Electromagnetic forces exist only during closing
operation. During closing operation when contact touches,
electromagnetic forces appear. These forces are large during
short circuit conditions. Operating mechanism should
overcome these forces and close the circuit breaker.
2. Inertia of the moving subassembly: Inertia forces occur
because of masses of the component.
3. Vacuum pressure:Vacuum used for quenching the arc
exerts pressure on the face of moving contact and needs to be
considered.
4.Static and Dynamic Friction:Mechanism consists of
series of linkages connected by revolute and sliding joints.
Friction exists between pair of linkages connected by revolute
and sliding joints and needs to be taken into consideration.
5.Damping force:It provides opposing force to stop the
linkage after completion of close / open operation.

−Fy+F12y+F32y= 0
Moment Equations:
Moment about A,
−Fx (30.55sinӨ2) –Fy (30.55cosӨ2) +F32x (65.7sinӨ2) +F32y
(65.7cosӨ2) = I2α2
… (8)
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So, for calculating dynamic forces, masses of different
moving elements which are connected to moving contact of
VI areMass of insulating rod assembly: 1.9 kg
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Mass of drive linkage rod: 1.7 kg
This will help in calculating force due to insulating rod
assembly and drive linkage rod. Torque variation during
operating mechanism travel has been calculated for each
variant. Now, it is required to calculate resistant torque on
other side during total travel.
Net resistant force during closing, FRC is given by,
FRC=Force due to opening spring + Force due to insulating
rod assembly – Force due to drive linkage rod - Force due to
VI
Force due to opening spring is calculated from opening
spring travel specifications. Force due to VI is calculated from
addition of force from vacuum and mass of moving contact.
This data is obtained from the VI data sheet.
For getting 20 mm travel on mechanism side, length of
lever is designed for 53° rotational stroke of operating
mechanism and it is calculated as 26 mm. From FRC, we can
get resistant torque. Energy margin is the difference in the
energy between the closing springs and energy required to
close the breaker against the opening and contact loading
spring force. The energy margin should always be positive
during each step of closing. The energy margin is considered
in this case by the torque margin available i.e. graph is plotted
for the torque on the moving arm due the force from the
closing springs and opposing torque coming from the contact
system (Fig. 12). If the torque coming from the contacts
system is more at some instance than the torque coming from
the closing springs the breaker may not close. Energy margin
during closing and opening (Dynamic) to decide the spring
forces required for our mechanism. As, T = F.r. Hence, Net
resistant torque is calculated. As, CSE-4 is with higher energy
among them, it will easily satisfy torque balancing curve. To
make optimized decision, there is selection of operating
mechanism with CSE-2 and CSE-3 for torque balancing. So,
plot of net resistant torque and mechanism applied torque over
total travel is drawn to have better idea about torque balancing.
Torque v/s travel curve is plotted (using MS-Excel) for
operating mechanism with CSE-2 and 3 as shown in Fig.12.

From torque balancing curve Fig. 12, it is concluded that
operating mechanism with CSE-3 is satisfying the condition
as operating mechanism with CSE-2 fails to overcome net
resistant torque. Hence, operating mechanism with CSE-3 is
selected for outdoor VCB.
IX. OPTIMIZATION OF ENERGY OF SPRING CHARGED
OPERATING MECHANISM
The existing CB uses the kinematic linkage-1 as shown in
Fig. 13. As, kinematic linkage is the driving connection
between VI moving contact and operating mechanism, hence
it’s modification can result into energy optimization.
The mechanical advantage for kinematic linkage-1 is
explained as follows,

Fig. 13 FBD for kinematic linkage-1

Fig. 14 FBD for kinematic linkage-2, 3

From, Fig.13,
Moment about O:
Fa × a = Fb × b
As, a < b
So, Fa> Fb
In existing design, a=b
So, Fa = Fb
For new kinematic linkage design, shifting of pivot point
has been done. The mechanical advantage for the same is
explained as followsFrom, Fig. 14,
Moment about O:
Fa × a = Fb × (a+b)
As, a < b
So, Fa>> Fb

Fig. 12 Torque balancing curve for CB with new operating mechanism
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As, from above equations, it is seen that new kinematic
linkage will help in energy optimization. Based on this, new
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concepts have been made. Fig.15 and 16 are showing the
kinematic linkage concept-2 and concept-3 respectively.
Concept-2 consists of single shaft having levers to transfer
forces to RYB connections. And in concept-3, there is just
shift of pivot in existing kinematic linkage. a:b is calculated
for both concepts to get required travel.

Fig. 18 Torque balancing curve (Concept-3)

X. OBSERVATION
Fig. 15 Kinematic linkage (Concept-2)

By studying torque balancing curves for all three concepts,
observations have been done. Table III is showing the
respective observations.
TABLE III
Operating mechanism energy requirement

Fig. 16 Kinematic linkage (Concept-3)

The similar procedure of energy and torque balancing has
been followed for concept-2 and concept-3. The torque
balancing curves for the same are plotted. It is shown in Fig.
17 and 18.

CB with Kinematic
linkage

Operating mechanism Energy

Concept-1 (Existing)

CSE-3

Concept-2

CSE-2

Concept-3

CSE-2

XI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, study of CB architecture, various operating
mechanism and CB working have been done. Thorough study
of selection of operating mechanism for CB has been
performed. The kinematic and dynamic analysis of new
operating mechanism has been carried out. In order to select
proper operating mechanism, energy and torque balancing for
the same have been done. Design of kinematic pair has been
performed for proper working of CB over large no. of
operations. By modifying kinematic linkage, energy required
for operating mechanism has been reduced. There is 35% of
energy optimization by implementing new kinematic linkage
design. As, energy is reduced, it will improve the durability of
spring charged operating mechanism.
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